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SUMMARY

The lung exhibits a robust, multifaceted regenerative response to severe injuries such as 

influenza infection, during which quiescent lung-resident epithelial progenitors participate in 

two distinct reparative pathways: functionally beneficial regeneration via alveolar type 2 (AT2) 

cell proliferation and differentiation, and dysplastic tissue remodeling via intrapulmonary airway-

resident basal p63+ progenitors. Here we show that the basal cell transcription factor ΔNp63 

is required for intrapulmonary basal progenitors to participate in dysplastic alveolar remodeling 

following injury. We find that ΔNp63 restricts the plasticity of intrapulmonary basal progenitors 

by maintaining either active or repressive histone modifications at key differentiation gene loci. 

Following loss of ΔNp63, intrapulmonary basal progenitors are capable of either airway or 

alveolar differentiation depending on their surrounding environment both in vitro and in vivo. 

Uncovering these regulatory mechanisms of dysplastic repair and lung basal cell fate choice 

highlight potential therapeutic targets to promote functional alveolar regeneration following severe 

lung injuries.

In brief

Weiner et al. find that ΔNp63 is required for dysplastic remodeling of the distal lung after severe 

pulmonary injuries. Without ΔNp63, the basal-like cells responsible for this remodeling either 
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terminally differentiate into airway cells or undergo a fate change into AT2s, thereby promoting 

functional regeneration of the alveolar epithelium.

Graphical Abstract

INTRODUCTION

Lung alveolar epithelial repair involves a complex interplay of multiple progenitor cell types 

from distinct anatomical compartments, primarily the airways and alveoli, synergizing to 

ultimately re-epithelialize the alveolar barrier after pulmonary injury. Severe respiratory 

infections and epithelial insults primarily target the epithelial cells of the gas-exchanging 

alveoli, alveolar type 2 and type 1 cells (AT2s and AT1s). Two broad regenerative pathways 

are simultaneously engaged to repair the alveoli: functionally beneficial regeneration of the 

alveolar epithelium and dysplastic alveolar remodeling. AT2s and club-like progenitor cells 

residing near the bronchoalveolar duct junction (distal club cells/bronchoalveolar stem cells 

[BASCs]) are the primary players in functionally beneficial (i.e., “euplastic”) regeneration, 

during which they proliferate and differentiate into AT1s,1–5 restoring the gas-exchanging 

alveolar epithelium. Following diffuse alveolar damage in which AT2s are ablated, 

dysplastic repair engages a rare population of basal cell-like p63+ progenitor cells present 

in the intrapulmonary airways, which undergo widespread migration into the alveolar 

compartment and generate ectopic bronchiolar-like airway epithelium. This dysplastic 

bronchiolization persists indefinitely as honeycomblike cysts6,7 that do not appear to 
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contribute to lung function, instead inhabiting alveolar space where functionally beneficial 

regeneration might otherwise occur. This maladaptive repair by intrapulmonary p63+ 

progenitors is similar to honeycombing seen in humans with interstitial lung disease,6,8,9 

acute respiratory distress syndrome and diffuse alveolar damage,10 and COVID-19,11–13 

in which dysplastic bronchiolization forms ectopically in the alveoli. The loss of alveolar 

epithelium and the failure of ectopic bronchiolized tissue to resolve over time suggest 

that while it probably aids in barrier restoration in the short term, this dysplastic repair 

is ultimately maladaptive, likely contributing to the long-term compromise of pulmonary 

function seen in some survivors of severe pulmonary injury.14–18

While the vast majority of intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors contribute to dysplastic alveolar 

remodeling and either remain as p63+ Krt5+ basal cells or differentiate into mature airway 

lineages, lineage-tracing experiments have demonstrated the exceedingly rare contribution 

of post-injury intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors to surfactant protein C (SPC)+ AT2s in the 

alveoli,6,19 raising the possibility that dysplastic basal cells might possess some inherent 

plasticity. The effects of paracrine signaling pathways on dysplastic remodeling have been 

the focus of recent attention,6,20–22 although little is known about the cell-intrinsic regulators 

necessary for dysplastic expansion or fate resolution in vivo. Given their long-term 

persistence after injury and likely contribution to jeopardized lung function, capitalizing 

on their limited but demonstrable plasticity and altering the fate of dysplastic cells is an 

attractive avenue toward promoting euplastic regeneration.

Intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors are the only cells in the distal lung that express the master 

basal cell identity transcription factor p63. p63, specifically its predominant ΔN isoform 

ΔNp63, is highly expressed in basal stem cells of many proliferative epithelial tissues,23–28 

where it is a crucial driver of basal cell identity,29 proliferation,30,31 migration,32–34 and 

differentiation.25,29,31,35,36 While ΔNp63 exerts direct transcriptional control over these 

basal cell processes,32,37–41 it can also cooperate with higher-order chromatin remodelers 

and histone modifiers to mediate chromatin accessibility,42–46 bookmark tissue-specific 

enhancer regions,35,47 and act as a pioneer-like factor by binding and opening inaccessible 

chromatin.45,48,49 With its multitiered influence over the basal cell program and critical 

role in virtually all epithelial tissue contexts in which it has been studied, ΔNp63 serves as 

a promising target to modulate basal cell fate choice in regions of dysplastic remodeling 

within injured lungs.

In this study, we confirm the near-permanent persistence of dysplasia in injured murine 

lungs and demonstrate elevated levels of ΔNp63 in injured mouse and human basal cells, 

including in the context of COVID-19. We further define the foundational role of ΔNp63 

in the activation and maintenance of intrapulmonary basal p63+ progenitors, demonstrating 

that loss of ΔNp63 blunts the dysplastic remodeling program by restricting intrapulmonary 

p63+ progenitor migration and immobilizing them in the airways. We provide evidence that 

by alleviating the basal cell transcriptional module conferred by ΔNp63, intrapulmonary 

p63+ progenitors can be “pushed” toward appropriate alveolar epithelial cell fates in vitro 
and in vivo, due to ΔNp63 knockout potentiating multiple differentiation trajectories via 

rewiring of the epigenetic landscape. Taken together, our findings elucidate the role of 

ΔNp63 in post-injury basal cells and the dysplastic remodeling program, demonstrating that 
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the basal cell program can be reversed and the plasticity of intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors 

unlocked, making ΔNp63 an attractive therapeutic candidate for individuals with severe 

pulmonary injuries.

RESULTS

Dysplastic alveolar remodeling persists indefinitely in mice

Dysplastic remodeling occurs in response to severe pulmonary injuries in mice and humans 

and is thought to persist as an “epithelial scar” long after the initial injury.6,7 We confirmed 

that ΔNp63+ Krt5+ dysplastic pods remain in 100% (n = 3/3) of wild-type mice 1 year post 

infection with the H1N1 influenza A virus (IAV) strain PR8 (Figures 1A and 1A′), a widely 

utilized strain that recapitulates many aspects of severe influenza-induced pneumonia and 

respiratory distress. We found proliferating Krt5+ Ki67+ dysplastic cells in all surveyed mice 

1 year post infection (Figures 1B–1D′), confirming that these cells self-renew to maintain 

their foothold in injured alveolar regions long after the initial injury. The endurance of 

dysplasia was accompanied by significantly reduced oxygen saturation as assessed by pulse 

oximetry (Figure 1E), reflecting the chronic physiological consequences of severe alveolar 

injury.

Intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors are not directly infected by influenza A virus

Intrapulmonary p63+ cells are very rare in uninjured lungs but expand dramatically upon 

injury, suggesting they may be resistant to influenza infection. To determine whether these 

cells are initially infected, we utilized an engineered PR8 strain expressing a copy of Cre 

recombinase (IAV-Cre).52,53 When administered to lineage reporter mice, cells that are 

actively infected by an IAV-Cre virion will express Cre recombinase, allowing for lineage 

tracing of infected cells (Figure S1A). At the early infection time points of days 3 and 

7 post infection of an ai14tdTomato (RFP) mouse, IAV-Cre-mediated lineage tracing was 

found in SPC+ AT2s and RAGE+ AT1s in the alveoli (Figures S1B and S1D) and acetylated 

tubulin (acTub)+ multiciliated and Scgb3a2 (3a2)+ club cells in the airways (Figures S1C 

and S1E). At day 28 post infection, we observed large IAV-trace+ alveolar regions comprised 

mostly of SPC+ AT2s and RAGE+ AT1s in both moderately damaged zones (Figure S1F) 

and areas of relatively little or no apparent injury (Figure S1G). Similarly to earlier time 

points, IAV-trace+ 3a2+ club and IAV-trace+ acTub+ multiciliated cells were observed in 

the airways at day 28 post infection (Figure S1H). The vast majority of Krt5+ dysplastic 

cells in IAV-Cre-infected mice were untraced (Figures S1I–S1I″), although rare IAV-trace+ 

Krt5+ regions were observed (Figure S1J), suggesting that intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors 

are not the primary target of PR8 and escape initial infection, although rare cells that are 

infected are able to clear virus and survive indefinitely. AT2s were the most abundantly 

labeled cells within the alveoli at days 3 and 28 post infection whereas AT1s bore a higher 

fraction of labeled cells at day 7 post infection (Figure S1K), while multiciliated cells were 

preferentially labeled at days 3 and 7 post infection with a shift toward club cells at day 28 

post infection (Figure S1L). Quantifying the total amount of IAV-trace in either the airways 

or alveoli at each time point, we found that the airways were initially preferentially infected 

but that the IAV-trace pool shifted toward the alveolar compartment over the course of 

regeneration (Figure S1M). Despite being traced with somewhat similar frequencies among 
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cells in their respective compartments, SPC+ AT2s represented a larger fraction of the total 

IAV-trace+ pool across both compartments at day 28 post infection as opposed to 3a2+ club 

cells, supporting the alveolar bias of IAV-trace cells at later injury time points (Figure S1N).

p63 expression is increased in injured mouse and human basal cells

We next sought to uncover cell-intrinsic molecular drivers of the expansion and maintenance 

of dysplastic remodeling after pulmonary injury. The basal cell transcription factor 

ΔNp63 is well known for maintaining basal cell identity and promoting many basal cell 

processes including proliferation, migration, and differentiation. Since intrapulmonary p63+ 

progenitors are the only cells in the distal lung that express ΔNp63, we chose to investigate 

the role of ΔNp63 in intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors and their contribution to dysplasia. 

Using p63CreERT2 mice19,21 to lineage trace and isolate intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors 

during injury, we found that these cells proliferate dramatically over the course of injury and 

repair, ultimately encompassing almost 10% of cells marked by airway epithelial integrin 

β4 (β4) (Figure 1F). Furthermore, ΔNp63 expression increased dramatically on a “per-cell” 

basis as dysplastic basal progenitors expanded ectopically into the alveoli, reaching its peak 

surveyed expression by day 21 post flu (Figure 1G). To determine whether p63 expression 

similarly increased in injured human basal cells, we reanalyzed single-cell RNA sequencing 

(RNA-seq) datasets from healthy and idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis (IPF) human patient 

lung tissue samples.50 p63 expression is restricted to two epithelial populations within this 

dataset: basal cells and a population identified as Krt5−/Krt17+ cells (Figures 1H and 1I), 

a basal-like population largely restricted to diseased patient samples and associated with 

both “transitional” AT2s in mice and humans, and transdifferentiation of AT2s into basaloid 

cells in humans.54–57 We confirmed that p63 expression is significantly elevated in human 

basal cells (Figure 1J) and Krt5−/Krt17+ cells (Figure 1K) from IPF patients compared with 

healthy donors, indicating that p63 expression is dynamically regulated in both mouse and 

human lungs upon injury. We also observed strong p63 staining in the Krt5+ cells that line 

dysplastic epithelial cysts in the alveoli of human patients with a variety of pulmonary 

injuries and diseases, including IPF (Figure 1M), familial IPF (Figure 1N), scleroderma 

(Figure 1O), and COVID-19 (Figures 1P and 1Q), but not in the alveolar regions of healthy 

patients (Figure 1L), further highlighting the potential relevance of p63 in human lung 

disease.

Broad airway epithelial ΔNp63 deletion attenuates dysplastic alveolar remodeling

Since the dysplastic cell of origin resides in the intrapulmonary airways,21,58 we asked 

whether broad ΔNp63 deletion in the airway epithelium could attenuate Krt5+ dysplasia 

following influenza injury in vivo. Utilizing Sox2CreERT2 mice bearing RFP and ΔNp63flox 

alleles, we simultaneously lineage traced and deleted ΔNp63 in the airway epithelium.59–61 

Sox2CreERT2;RFP (Sox2ΔNp63WT) and Sox2CreERT2;RFP;ΔNp63flox/flox (Sox2ΔNp63KO) mice 

were administered a single dose of intraperitoneal (i.p.) tamoxifen and infected with PR8 

(Figure 2A). In mock injured control mice, the Sox2-trace is almost exclusively restricted 

to the airway epithelium as previously described,21,58 observing only rare labeled SPC+ 

AT2s in the alveoli (Figures S2A–S2C). Importantly, Krt5+ basal cell expansion was not 

observed in the airways or alveoli under mock injury conditions, and as such was not 

labeled by the Sox2CreERT2 (Figures S2A and S2C). While injured Sox2ΔNp63WT mice 
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had large expansions of Sox2-trace+ Krt5+ dysplasia consistent with their severe damage 

(Figure 2B), Sox2ΔNp63KO mice did not display any Krt5+ dysplasia (Figure 2C), prompting 

us to examine the lineage contributions that Sox2ΔNp63WT and Sox2ΔNp63KO mice make 

to alveolar repair. Consistent with previous reports,21,58 influenza-injured Sox2ΔNp63WT 

mice contained many Sox2-trace+ SPC+ AT2s (Figure 2D) and Sox2-trace+ RAGE+ AT1s 

(Figure 2E) in the alveoli along with Sox2-trace+ Krt5+ dysplasia (Figure 2F) expressing 

high levels of p63 (Figure S2E) at day 21 post flu, likely originating from injury-activated 

distal club cells/BASCs4,5,62 and intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors,6,21,63 respectively. Sox2-

trace+ expansion into SPC+ AT2s was occasionally observed in alveolar regions with little 

obvious injury (FigureS2D). p63 expression inSox2-trace+ regions was present in injured 

Sox2ΔNp63WT mice (Figure S2E) but completely abrogated in Sox2ΔNp63KO mice upon 

ΔNp63 deletion prior to injury (FigureS2F). While regions of Sox2-trace+ SPC+ (Figure 

2G) and Sox2-trace+ RAGE+ (Figure 2H) alveolar expansion persisted in Sox2ΔNp63KO 

mice, Sox2-trace+ Krt5+ dysplastic alveolar regions were exceedingly rare (Figure 2I), 

indicating that ΔNp63 is necessary for airway epithelial cells to contribute to maladaptive 

alveolar remodeling. Comparing capillary oxygen saturation measured via pulse oximetry, 

Sox2ΔNp63KO mice retained elevated blood oxygenation ability at day 9 post infection and 

recovered to a greater degree by day 28 post infection compared with their Sox2ΔNp63WT 

counterparts (Figures 2K and 2L), suggesting that dysplastic Krt5+ repair could indeed be 

maladaptive and that regeneration of the alveolar epithelium is enhanced in the absence of 

dysplasia.

ΔNp63KO lung basal progenitors fail to migrate from airways

In addition to attenuated dysplastic alveolar remodeling, Sox2ΔNp63KO mice had an 

approximately 2-fold increase in the relative percentage of Sox2-trace+ SPC+ AT2s 

compared with Sox2ΔNp63WT mice (Figure 2J). To address the possibility that ΔNp63KO 

intrapulmonary basal cells can participate in euplastic AT2 regeneration, we utilized 

p63CreERT2 mice to simultaneously lineage trace and delete ΔNp63 specifically in basal 

cells prior to injury. While i.p. tamoxifen caused no unexpected side effects in uninjured 

p63CreERT2;RFP (p63ΔNp63WT) mice, administering a single dose of i.p. tamoxifen to 

uninjured p63CreERT2;RFP; ΔNp63flox (p63ΔNp63KO) mice was lethal within 5–7 days, 

likely because ΔNp63 deletion causes severe defects in epithelia that rely on basal cells 

for homeostatic maintenance (e.g., skin).23–25,29,31,39,40,64 To circumvent this lethality, we 

intranasally administered three doses of 4-hydroxytamoxifen (4OHT) sonicated into PBS 

to p63ΔNp63WT and p63ΔNp63KO mice. p63ΔNp63KO mice treated with this method survive 

the full tamoxifen dosing, ≥1 week chase period, and subsequent injury time course with 

minimal side effects (Figure 3A). In mock injury control mice, ΔNp63+ p63-trace+ cells 

are found in the basal layer of the intrapulmonary airways (Figure S3A), where they are 

rare and scattered, and absent in the alveoli (Figure S3B), all as previously described.19,21 

As expected, p63-trace+ regions were found at day 21 post flu within p63ΔNp63WT airways 

and alveoli (Figure 3B) as previously described.19,21 In stark contrast, p63-trace+ cells were 

restricted to the airways of p63ΔNp63KO mice and did not extend into the alveolar space 

when ΔNp63 was deleted before injury (Figure 3C). We observed a dramatic reduction in the 

number of p63-trace+ cells in both the airways and alveoli of p63ΔNp63KO mice (Figure 3D), 

underscoring the near-complete abolishment of intrapulmonary p63+ progenitor expansion 
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without ΔNp63.Occasional p63-trace+ cells in the airways of p63−Δ Np63KO mice still 

expressed ΔNp63 (Figures S3C and S3E) and Krt5 (Figures S3D and S3F) similarly to 

p63ΔNp63WT mice, indicating incomplete recombination of the ΔNp63flox allele. Capillary 

oxygen saturation was not significantly different between p63ΔNp63WT and p63ΔNp63KO 

mice (Figure S3G), likely due to incomplete ΔNp63flox allele recombination and the fact 

that p63CreERT2 mice already exhibit haploinsufficiency for p63,19 although p63ΔNp63KO 

mice did trend toward higher oxygen saturation at later time points consistently with the 

more significant changes observed with Sox2CreERT2-mediated ΔNp63 deletion (Figures 2K 

and 2L). In total, these results demonstrate that the increased percentage of Sox2-trace+ 

SPC+ AT2s is not due to direct conversion of ΔNp63KO intrapulmonary basal progenitors 

into AT2s and that ΔNp63KO intrapulmonary basal progenitors fail to contribute to Krt5+ 

dysplasia.

Recognizing that the failure of ΔNp63KO mice to mount a dysplastic remodeling response 

could be caused by attenuated migration from the airways, we assessed the impact of ΔNp63 

deletion on basal cell migration in vitro. Adding the basal cell-specific cell surface marker 

lymphocyte antigen 6 family member D (Ly6D) (Figures S4A and S4B) to previously 

established sort schemes,6,65 we were able to sort enriched intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors 

from day 14 post-flu non-tamoxifen-treated Krt5CreERT2;RFP;ΔNp63flox/flox (Krt5ΔNp63KO) 

mice, allowing for inducible deletion of ΔNp63 in vitro with 4OHT. Seeding the cells 

yielded from this sorting strategy as organoids followed by adaptation to monolayer 

conditions effectively enriches for a highly pure basal cell population from post-flu mice 

expressing both p63 and Krt5 (Figures S4C and S4D). Using these cells for migration 

assays, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)-treated (−4OHT) monolayer gap areas were reduced 

by 6 h post insert removal, with gap areas fully closed by 24 h (Figures 3E, 3E″, and 

3G). In contrast, 4OHT-treated (+4OHT) monolayer migration was significantly impeded, 

evidenced by only a slight gap-area reduction by 6 h and failure to fully close the gap 

by 24 h (Figures 3F, 3F″, and 3G). Comparing the derived rate of gap-area closure 

over the initial 6 h window, 4OHT-treated monolayers migrated significantly slower than 

their DMSO-treated counterparts (Figure 3H), substantiating the hypothesis that ΔNp63KO 

intrapulmonary basal progenitors are unable to execute a migratory program and thus cannot 

participate in dysplastic alveolar remodeling following in vivo deletion.

Pro-alveolar histone modifications and transcriptional changes occur with ΔNp63 deletion

p63 directly promotes the basal cell program and actively enforces basal cell identity 

transcriptionally25,29,32,38,40,66 and epigenetically,35,43,46–48 thereby causing precocious 

terminal differentiation of basal cells when deleted or inhibited.19,29,31,32,36,39 Reasoning 

that the observed decrease in migratory capacity could be a reflection of fundamental 

changes in the epigenome with ΔNp63 loss, we surveyed the epigenetic and 

transcriptomic landscapes of ΔNp63KO intrapulmonary basal progenitors via chromatin 

immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) and RNA-seq, respectively, hypothesizing that 

ΔNp63 deletion might promote enrichment of active and/or depletion of repressive histone 

marks around the genomic loci of lung identity and airway/alveolar epithelial differentiation 

genes and accompanying inverse changes around basal cell gene loci (Figure 4A). We 

performed p63, H3K27ac (associated with open chromatin and transcriptional activation), 
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and H3K27me3 (associated with closed chromatin and transcriptional repression) ChIP-

seq on post-flu Krt5+ cells isolated from a non-tamoxifen-treated Krt5ΔNp63KO mouse. 

Monolayers for ChIP-seq were treated with DMSO (no ΔNp63 deletion, yielding 

Krt5ΔNp63WT cells used for p63, H3K27ac, and H3K27me3 ChIP-seq) or 1 μM 4OHT 

(ΔNp63 deletion, yielding Krt5ΔNp63KO cells used for H3K27ac and H3K27me3 ChIP-seq) 

for 48 h, immunoprecipitated, and sequenced. All samples had ≥11 million reads mapped to 

the mouse genome with a ≥96% alignment rate (Figure S5A). p63 binding was found mostly 

in promoters and distal intergenic regions (e.g., enhancers) as previously described47,67 as 

well as within early introns and transcriptional start sites (TSSs) (Figures 4B and S5B), 

and our p63 ChIP-seq dataset recapitulated known p63 binding sites upstream of the Krt5 

TSS (Figure S5I).40,68 H3K27ac and H3K27me3 ChIP-seq revealed dramatic rewiring of 

the epigenetic landscape between Krt5ΔNp63WT and Krt5ΔNp63KO cells (Figures S5C and 

S5D). We found 13,733 differentially enriched H3K27ac peaks between Krt5ΔNp63WT 

and Krt5ΔNp63KO cells with a significant decrease in H3K27ac (i.e., chromatin closing) 

at proximal (≤1 kb from TSS) promoters and a significant increase in H3K27ac (i.e., 

chromatin opening) at distal intergenic regions in Krt5ΔNp63KO cells (Figures 4C, S5E, 

and S5G), and 5,838 differentially enriched H3K27me3 peaks between Krt5ΔNp63WT and 

Krt5ΔNp63KO cells with no significant trend toward any annotated genomic regions (Figures 

4D, S5F, and S5H). Interestingly, ~30%of p63-bound regions become enriched in H3K27ac 

upon ΔNp63KO (Figure 4E). On the other hand, only 0.44% of p63-bound regions become 

depleted of H3K27ac, 0.34% of p63-bound regions become enriched in H3K27me3, and 

no regions are both bound by p63 and become depleted of H3K27me3 upon ΔNp63KO 

(Figure 4E). De novo transcription factor motif enrichment analysis detected p53 family 

members such as p63 itself, FOX family, and Sp/KLF family transcription factor motifs 

enriched within p63-bound sequences (Figure 4F); many binding motifs of members of these 

same transcription factor families were also detected within enriched and depleted H3K27ac 

and H3K27me3 regions upon ΔNp63KO (Figures 4G–4J), with notable repeated detection 

in multiple categories of Foxj3, Sp5, Wt1, and Maz in particular, suggesting coordinated 

transcriptional and epigenetic regulation of basal cell identity between these transcription 

factor families.

Among the most dramatic dynamic changes in epigenetic modification were exhibited by 

the key lung epithelial identity transcription factor Nkx2-1, which became enriched in 

H3K27ac along its entire gene body upon ΔNp63KO (Figure 4K), indicating enhanced open 

chromatin and poising for transcriptional activation. Surprisingly, we detected a p63 binding 

site within exon 2 of Nkx2-1; following ΔNp63KO, the region surrounding this binding 

site becomes the most significantly H3K27ac-enriched region of the entire Nkx2-1 locus 

and is among the top 20% of the most highly differentially enriched H3K27ac regions 

with ΔNp63KO in our entire dataset (Figure 4K), strongly suggesting that p63 exerts a 

repressive influence over Nkx2-1. Considering that post-injury basal-like progenitors can 

rarely differentiate into AT2s following their migration into the alveoli21 and the increased 

H3K27ac around the Nkx2-1 locus, we turned our attention toward changes in epigenetic 

marks at other alveolar differentiation loci. Similarly to Nkx2-1, we found a p63 binding 

site in the putative promoter of the lung epithelial development and repair transcription 

factor Id2,69 which also gains H3K27ac across its gene body following ΔNp63KO (Figure 
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4L). Additional loci without obvious p63 binding also underwent dynamic changes in their 

histone composition, including the AT1 markers Hopx (Figure S5J) and Aqp5 (Figure 

S5K), the AT2 marker Abca3 (Figure 4M), and Klf5 (Figure S5L), which has recently 

been implicated in AT2 differentiation and fate choice,70 which were all highly enriched 

in H3K27ac at their transcriptional and translational start sites with ΔNp63KO. Conversely, 

ΔNp63KO cells exhibited enhanced H3K27me3 across the gene bodies of regulators of 

basal cell processes such as Twist1 (Figure 4N) for epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition 

(EMT)71 and Hes5 (Figure S5M) for Notch signaling, indicating epigenetic repression of 

these cellular programs and signaling pathways. In total, these results indicate that ΔNp63 

maintains the epigenome of intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors in a specific pro-basal cell 

configuration and that loss of ΔNp63 may allow for rewiring of the epigenetic landscape into 

one amenable to alveolar differentiation.

These epigenetic changes prompted us to assess gene expression changes via RNA-seq 

of basal cell monolayers treated in parallel with those used for ChIP-seq, in which 

ΔNp63KO induced significant changes in the basal cell transcriptome (Figure S5N and S6A). 

Consistent with the role of ΔNp63 in maintaining basal cell identity, many canonical basal 

cell markers were significantly reduced upon ΔNp63KO (Figure 4O). Consistent with our 

ChIP-seq data, expression levels of lung and alveolar epithelial identity transcription factors 

including Nkx2-1 and Hopx increased with ΔNp63KO while the airway epithelial identity 

transcription factor Sox2 expression was significantly downregulated (Figure 4P), indicating 

a shift toward a more distal airway/alveolar fate.

Considering the vast morphological, transcriptional, and anatomical differences between 

basal cells and AT2s, in addition to the rarity of intrapulmonary basal progenitor-to-AT2 

differentiation in vivo, we hypothesized that ΔNp63KO intrapulmonary basal progenitors 

might pass through an intermediary cell type common to both lineages. Since tracheal 

basal cells can differentiate into club cells during airway homeostasis and repair, and distal 

club cells/BASCs can differentiate into AT2s, we predicted that ΔNp63KO intrapulmonary 

basal progenitors might assume a distal club cell/BASC-like phenotype. In line with this 

prediction, canonical club cell secretoglobin expression was downregulated in favor of a set 

of distal club cell/BASC markers including many major histocompatibility complex class 

I and II genes (Figure 4Q). Consistent with assumption of the distal club cell/BASC-like 

phenotype and progenitor properties associated with it, ΔNp63KO monolayers upregulated 

some, but not all, mature AT2 markers such as SPD and Abca3 (Figure 4R), again reflecting 

the enrichment of H3K27ac at alveolar loci found via ChIP-seq. Expression of most mature 

airway markers was unchanged (Figure 4S), confirming that ΔNp63KO basal cells do not 

spontaneously commit to these airway lineages in monolayer conditions. These findings 

indicate that ΔNp63KO allows basal cell monolayers to transition toward an intermediate 

club/AT2like fate, sharing transcriptional similarities with both cellular identities without 

fully differentiating into mature airway cell types.

ΔNp63 deletion induces intrapulmonary basal progenitor plasticity

Given the transcriptional shift toward an alveolar fate with ΔNp63KO as monolayers, we 

moved to an organoid culture system, since these conditions are known to support higher 
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efficiency of AT2 generation.72,73 Immunostaining reflected the conversion of ΔNp63KO 

intrapulmonary basal progenitor organoids into AT2-like cells when maintained in alveolar 

medium, asKrt5 protein expression decreased with ΔNp63KO (Figures 5A and 5B) and 

was replaced with punctate SPC staining in many organoids (Figures 5C and 5D). RNA-

sequencing of ΔNp63WT and ΔNp63KO organoids maintained in either airway or alveolar 

medium revealed a dramatic transcriptional shift similarly to monolayers (Figures 5E, 5F, 

S6B, and S6C). ΔNp63 deletion diminished basal cell identity as expected in organoids 

maintained in either organoid condition (Figures 5G and 5H). In contrast to monolayer 

conditions, airway epithelial differentiation was more pronounced in three-dimensional (3D) 

culture; in airway medium conditions, ΔNp63KO organoids assumed a multiciliated/tuft cell-

like transcriptional signature (Figure 5I) whereas minimal shifts toward mature airway cell 

types—with the exception of multiciliated cell differentiation—were observed in alveolar 

medium conditions (Figure 5J), reinforcing a model wherein differentiation of these cells 

is dependent upon a combination of p63 expression, culturing method (i.e., 2D versus 3D), 

and medium conditions/niche cues. ΔNp63KO organoid maintenance in airway medium 

allowed for expression of distal club/BASC markers at the expense of mature club cell 

markers (Figure 5K), and culturing ΔNp63KO organoids in alveolar medium induced an even 

stronger distal club/BASC signature (Figure 5L). Interestingly, ΔNp63KO airway organoids 

upregulated some AT2 markers such as the surfactant proteins SPA and SPD and lysozymes 

Lyz1 and Lyz2 (Figure 5M), perhaps reflecting the promiscuous expression of surfactant, 

lysosomal, and secretory-associated genes seen in distal club cells/BASCs.4,5,74 Strikingly, 

ΔNp63KO alveolar organoids robustly differentiated into AT2s, evidenced by significant 

upregulation of a suite of canonical mature AT2 markers including nearly all surfactant 

proteins with the exception of SPC, whose p value was slightly below the significance 

threshold (p = 0.085), genes involved in surfactant production such as Lamp3, Abca3, and 

Lpcat1, and lysosomal genes Lyz1 and Lyz2 (Figure 5N). Subjecting ΔNp63KO organoids 

to airway or alveolar medium conditions revealed the plasticity afforded by ΔNp63 deletion, 

confirming that ΔNp63KO basal-like cells adopt increased plasticity, similarly to distal club/

BASCs, and can subsequently respond to external cues favoring either airway or alveolar 

differentiation.

ΔNp63KO intrapulmonary basal progenitors differentiate into AT2s in vivo

Given that p63 deletion in pro-alveolar medium promoted differentiation into cells 

provocatively similar to AT2s, we attempted to assess the effects of ΔNp63 deletion in vivo 
after dysplastic expansion. However, despite many attempts with different Cre drivers and 

routes of tamoxifen delivery, we were unable to achieve full ΔNp63 deletion in the post-flu 

dysplastic regions with either i.p. or intranasal tamoxifen delivery (Figures S7A–S7D). 

Attempts to increase recombination by raising the dose of tamoxifen or 4OHT invariably 

resulted in animal death as earlier described. To circumvent these issues, we utilized an 

orthotopic transplantation strategy in which bulk β4+ airway cells from influenza-injured 

Krt5CreERT2;RFP;ΔNp63flox/− (Krt5ΔNp63HET, serving as wild-type controls) or Krt5ΔNp63KO 

donors were intranasally transplanted into injured CreERT2negative littermates (Figure 6A). 

Following engraftment and i.p. tamoxifen administration, we were able to assess the fate 

potential of ΔNp63KO intrapulmonary basal progenitors in vivo. The ΔNp63flox allele 

was able to be fully recombined utilizing this method (Figures S8A and S8B), likely 
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due to our ability to give a full i.p. tamoxifen course while avoiding lethality in the 

recipient mice. Consistent with their dysplastic basal-like phenotype, the majority of 

Krt5ΔNp63HET engraftments formed Krt5+ pod-like structures (Figures 6B and 6H) although 

rare engraftments contained scarce SPC+ AT2s (Figures 6C and 6I), in line with the 

infrequent observation of AT2 differentiation from dysplastic cells.6 On the other hand, 

Krt5ΔNp63KO engraftments rarely expressed Krt5 (Figures 6D and 6H), instead more readily 

converting into SPC+ AT2s than their Krt5ΔNp63HET counterparts (Figures 6E and 6I). These 

SPC+ engraftments additionally expressed Lamp3 (Figure 6F) and the AT1 marker RAGE 

(Figure 6G), supporting the conclusion that the plasticity conferred to intrapulmonary basal 

progenitors via ΔNp63KO allows them to differentiate into AT2s, which then assume their 

role as a bona fide progenitor population and further differentiate into AT1s at the expense of 

airway cell types in vivo.

DISCUSSION

Multiple caveats exist to the traditional pulmonary epithelial progenitor hierarchy and 

existing paradigms of lung repair. For example, genetic ablation of basal cells in the trachea 

induces committed club cells to de-differentiate into basal cells, which can then respond 

to airway insults as endogenous basal cells would.75 In humans this plasticity appears 

to be bidirectional, as AT2s can be driven to aberrantly transdifferentiate into basal cells 

when exposed to transforming growth factor β signaling from altered mesenchymal niche 

cells that arise in diseased lungs.57 Our study provides further nuance to these models, in 

which dysplastic basal-like cells can be converted into AT2s with loss of the basal cell 

identity transcription factor ΔNp63. While these findings challenge aspects of lung lineage 

restriction and terminal differentiation models, they also provide mechanisms that can be 

leveraged to modulate pulmonary repair.

Despite the detrimental nature of long-term alveolar inhabitation by dysplastic tissue, 

alveolar re-epithelialization by intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors is thought to be critical 

for the short-term survival of individuals with severe injuries, owing to the rapid restoration 

of pulmonary barrier function. Interestingly, our data suggest that pulmonary injury is not 

only survivable in the absence of dysplastic repair (via ΔNp63 loss) but that dysplasia itself 

is maladaptive and exacerbates pulmonary injuries, as mice with no dysplasia become less 

hypoxic following influenza infection and recover to a greater extent than their wild-type 

counterparts. Some studies suggest that failure to mount a dysplastic response is detrimental 

to the recovery of lung function, as genetic ablation of dysplastic cells in influenza-injured 

mice causes persistent inflammation, fibrosis, and a failure to recover normal blood oxygen 

saturation levels.76 Given that dysplastic bronchiolization appears to be evolutionarily 

conserved,6,7 we predict that it does indeed provide some survival benefit within a window 

of very severe injury, although proving this will require precise control of injury levels and 

cell-type-specific ablation techniques.

The mechanisms by which cells acquire, maintain, and alter their identity are critical to 

understanding how and why progenitor populations respond to injury and contribute to 

disease states.54,56,77,78 Our data provide a direct mechanism for ΔNp63 in maintaining 

the basal cell identity of intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors, in which ΔNp63 modulates 
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fate by regulating histone modifications at loci required for distal airway and alveolar 

differentiation, such as Nkx2-1 and Id2. Interestingly, the p63 binding site we report for 

Nkx2-1 is in its second exon. Considering that exonic transcription factor binding is thought 

to tightly modulate the transcriptional output of bound loci79–82 and our observation that 

H3K27ac around and transcriptional levels of Nkx2-1 increases without p63, we speculate 

that p63 binding at this site allows for coordination of cell identity via interplay between 

these important cell-fate-conferring genes. While we show direct regulation by p63 of 

some alveolar differentiation loci (Nkx2-1 and Id2), other loci which lack p63 binding 

also exhibit dramatic changes in their histone composition (e.g., Hopx, Aqp3, Abca3), 

indicating indirect regulation of the epigenetic landscape by p63 as well. Considering this, 

it is additionally likely that p63 cooperatively exerts its epigenetic control over these loci 

with as yet unidentified lung-tissue-specific and cell-specific transcription factors, chromatin 

remodelers, and histone modifiers as it does in other epithelial tissues.42,47,67 Our data 

strongly suggest that p63-mediated histone deacetylase (HDAC) recruitment could be one 

such important mechanism at play in intrapulmonary p63+ progenitor maintenance given 

that H3K27ac enrichment accounted for the majority of changes in histone modifications we 

saw with ΔNp63KO, which would presumably lead to reduced HDAC recruitment to those 

loci.83 Identification of these epigenetic factors may represent promising druggable targets 

for in vivo directed differentiation to convert p63+ progenitors into functionally beneficial 

AT2s and AT1s.

Our data suggest that the differentiation trajectory of ΔNp63KO basal cells can be 

modulated depending on their location (airway or alveoli) and the timing of ΔNp63 

deletion (before or after injury). We found that ΔNp63 deletion prior to injury renders 

intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors restricted to the airways, and our organoid experiments 

suggest that they differentiate into club, ciliated, and tuft cells, a concordant finding 

with the differentiation trajectory of embryonic p63KO airway basal cells.19 Conversely, if 

injury-activated basal progenitors are in the alveolar compartment when they lose ΔNp63 

expression, they upregulate mature AT2 genes at the expense of airway cell markers 

both in vivo with orthotopic transplantation and when maintained in alveolar organoid 

conditions. Interestingly, ΔNp63KO intrapulmonary basal progenitor organoids express a 

core set of distal club/BASC genes, which we propose constitutes a “ground state” for an 

intrapulmonary basal progenitor that loses its basal cell identity. This model parsimoniously 

allows ΔNp63KO intrapulmonary basal progenitors to exist in an intermediate state along the 

pulmonary epithelial cell hierarchy, poised toward further airway or alveolar differentiation 

depending on encountered signals. Whether this is a discrete, definable state in vivo or 

rather represents a relative and dynamic position on a differentiation spectrum remains to be 

determined.

Histone modifications at alveolar identity and differentiation loci, including the transcription 

factors Nkx2-1, Id2, Klf5, and Hopx,70,84–88 and AT2- and AT1-specific genes themselves, 

change significantly with ΔNp63 knockout. Considering that differentiation into alveolar 

cells is a dramatic shift in identity that rarely happens in vivo, ΔNp63KO intrapulmonary 

basal progenitors likely require larger-scale epigenetic rewiring and chromatin remodeling 

to proceed down this differentiation path. This, coupled with enrichment of repressive 

histone modifications around regulators of basal cell function and identity including EMT 
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and the Notch pathway with ΔNp63KO, further indicates that ΔNp63 actively maintains 

chromatin in a configuration amenable to basal cell maintenance and airway differentiation 

and that the rare in vivo event of native intrapulmonary p63+ progenitor differentiation 

into AT2s requires lowered ΔNp63 expression levels. Indeed, our orthotopic transplantation 

model confirms that ΔNp63KO intrapulmonary basal progenitors convert into AT2s in 
vivo more readily than their ΔNp63-expressing counterparts; however, rare Krt5ΔNp63HET 

SPC+ intrapulmonary p63+ progenitor engraftments suggest that even intrapulmonary 

p63+ progenitors with sustained ΔNp63 levels exhibit a level of innate plasticity that 

can be influenced by the surrounding microenvironment. The intracellular mechanisms or 

extracellular signals that reduce ΔNp63 expression, thereby altering chromatin organization 

and allowing for plasticity, remain unknown and warrant further study.

This study identifies ΔNp63 as a critical driver of dysplastic alveolar remodeling and 

elucidates mechanisms that promote intrapulmonary p63+ progenitor plasticity, allowing 

for their differentiation into AT2s. The dramatic regulation of dysplastic remodeling and 

epigenetic control of lung identity by ΔNp63 expands on our knowledge of lung progenitor 

cell biology, plasticity, and roles in injury repair, providing nuance to the interconnected 

lung epithelial cell hierarchy and the ability of vastly different lung progenitors to converge 

upon similar cell states. Given that ΔNp63 expression is associated with diseased states 

in both mice and humans and our in vivo mouse data exhibiting enhanced lung repair in 

the absence of ΔNp63, the governance of lung regeneration and cell identity demonstrated 

in this work highlights exciting avenues for the development of therapies to treat patients 

afflicted with a wide array of severe pulmonary injuries and diseases that involve dysplastic 

alveolar remodeling, including interstitial lung disease, IPF, diffuse alveolar damage, and 

COVID-19.

Limitations of the study

Our work finds that the inherent plasticity of intrapulmonary basal-like progenitors in 

the regenerating lung can be expanded by alleviating the basal cell fate driver ΔNp63, 

allowing for basal cell differentiation into appropriate alveolar epithelial cell types such 

as AT2s and AT1s. A significant limitation of this study was our inability to efficiently 

delete ΔNp63 strictly and specifically in lung basal cells in vivo, which will require yet-

to-be-developed lung dysplastic basal cell lineage drivers that are active solely in these 

cells. While we present evidence that ΔNp63 directly exerts epigenetic control of some 

alveolar differentiation genes, it is likely that ΔNp63 also maintains an indirect epigenetic 

influence over different loci via cooperation with other epigenetic modifiers and enzymes, 

and our data agree strongly with reports showing that ΔNp63 can cooperate with multiple 

chromatin remodeling enzymes49 including direct binding with HDACs.83 Additionally, 

while ΔNp63 loss is sufficient to drive plasticity and conversion of basal cells into AT2s, 

whether ΔNp63 loss is necessary for this process is unknown; in other words, alternative 

transcription factors, chromatin remodelers, epigenetic factors, and signaling pathways 

might also constitute routes to promote divergent fates independent of ΔNp63. If this is 

indeed the case, some of these alternative means of inducing basal cell plasticity might 

be preferable to ΔNp63 from a therapeutic standpoint for human lung disease, as the 

importance of ΔNp63 in the homeostatic maintenance of numerous organs throughout the 
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body renders ΔNp63 a poor target. As such, this work constitutes a proof of principle 

that the fate of dysplastic pulmonary basal cells can be altered into functionally beneficial 

alveolar cell types, although further work is needed to find suitable drug targets to achieve 

this same goal that also provide safe and efficacious results in clinical settings.

STAR★METHODS

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact—Requests for further information, reagents, and resources related to this 

study should be directed to Dr. Andrew Vaughan (andrewva@vet.upenn.edu).

Materials availability—Materials used in this study will be distributed upon request to the 

lead contact.

Data and code availability

• Bulk RNA-and ChIP-seq data have been deposited to the Gene Expression 

Omnibus (GEO) and are publicly available as of the date of publication under the 

accession number GEO: GSE216161.

• This paper does not report original code.

• Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper 

is available from the lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Animals and treatment—8- to 10-week-old mice were used for all experiments with 

males and females in roughly equal proportions. Experimenters were not blinded to mouse 

age or sexes. Ai14tdTomato (Gt(ROSA)26Sortm14(CAG-tdTomato)Hze),59 ΔNp63flox,61,89 

Sox2CreERT2 (Sox2tm1(cre/ERT2)Hoch),60 Krt5CreERT2,27 and p63CreERT2,90 mice have been 

previously described. All studies were approved by the University of Pennsylvania’s 

Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees, protocol 806262, and followed all NIH 

Office of Laboratory Animal Welfare regulations. Genotyping primers for all transgenic 

mice used are in Table S1.

Influenza virus propagation and infection—Influenza A/H1N1/Puerto Rico/8/34 

(PR8) was propagated in embryonated chicken eggs while IAV-Cre was propagated in 

MDCK cells, both according to established protocols.91 Virus titration by TCID50 for 

infectivity titer was performed in MDCK cells for both viral strains.91 For infection with 

either PR8 or IAV-Cre, mice were first anesthetized using 3.5% isoflurane in 100% O2 via 

an anesthesia vaporizer system. Mice were intranasally administered (2 * bodyweight in 

grams) – 5 U TCID50 (ex. A 25g mouse gets (2 * 25g) - 5U = 45U) PR8 by pipetting 

30μL of virus dissolved in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) onto the nostrils of anesthetized 

mice in visually confirmed agonal breathing. Since IAV-Cre takes a higher dosing to 

achieve comparable injury,52,53 anesthetized mice in agonal breathing were administered 

(8 * bodyweight in grams) TCID50 U (ex. A 25g mouse gets (8 * 25g) = 200U) IAV-Cre 

intranasally. Only infected mice that lost ≥10% of their starting body weight by day 9 
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post-flu were considered to be adequately infected with either strain and were used for all 

experiments involving influenza infection. Mouse weights were tracked throughout infection 

until the experimental endpoint. All mice that received PR8 for histology experiments were 

sacrificed at day 21 post-flu. All mice that received IAV-Cre for histology experiments were 

sacrificed at days 3, 7, and 28 post-flu. All mice that received PR8 for cell sorting were 

sacrificed at day 14 post-flu unless otherwise indicated.

Human tissue—Human tissue samples were obtained from either the UCSF Interstitial 

Lung Disease Blood and Tissue Repository (interstitial lung disease samples) or the Penn 

Lung Biology Institute Human Lung Tissue Bank (normal lung and COVID-19 samples) 

and are de-identified, otherwise discarded human tissues. COVID-19 samples were from 

patients who previously tested positive for COVID-19 by PCR test but tested negative via 

PCR test prior to tissue acquisition. All COVID-19 samples were obtained from ventilated 

ARDS patients who underwent lung transplant, at which time tissue samples were acquired. 

All samples were from adult patients and were selected randomly without regard for age or 

gender, only for underlying diagnosis. All information on patient sample collection for the 

single cell RNA-seq dataset (Figures 1H–1K) is available in Habermann et al. 2020.50

METHOD DETAILS

Intranasal and intraperitoneal tamoxifen administration—For intraperitoneal 

tamoxifen experiments, mice were injected with a single 0.25mg/g dose of intraperitoneal 

(IP) tamoxifen dissolved in 50μL corn oil into the intraperitoneal cavity and allowed 

≥1 week for allele recombination and tamoxifen clearance prior to influenza infection. 

For intranasal 4OHT experiments, 0.025mg/g (E/Z)-4-hydroxytamoxifen (17,308, Cayman 

Chemical) of a 100mg/mL stock in DMSO was sonicated into 30μL PBS at 4°C using an 

S220 Focused-Ultrasonicator (Covaris) with sonication at peak power = 140, duty factor = 5, 

200 cycles/burst for 60 s followed by 30 s delay for 20 cycles. Mice were then anesthetized 

and intranasally administered the sonicated solution according to the procedure in “Influenza 

infection”. Mice treated with intranasal 4OHT were given three doses every other day over 

the course of six days and allowed a two-week chase for allele recombination and tamoxifen 

clearance prior to influenza infection.

Pulse oximetry—Repeated measurements of peripheral oxygen saturation (SpO2) were 

taken using a MouseOx Plus Rat & Mouse Pulse Oximeter and a MouseOx small collar 

sensor (Starr Life Sciences Corp.). Mice were shaved around the neck and shoulders 

where the collar sensor sits at least one day prior to the initial reading. Recordings were 

taken using MouseOx Premium Software (Starr Life Sciences Corp., Oakmont, PA, USA). 

Measurements were taken continuously for >3 minutes at a measurement rate of 15 Hz. 

Measurements were imported into Microsoft Excel and all readings with an Error Code 

besides “Lost Breath Rate” were discarded. The average of these readings was used to 

calculate the SpO2 reading for each mouse for each given time point.

Lung tissue preparation for immunostaining—Following euthanasia, lungs were 

inflated with 1mL of 3.2% paraformaldehyde (PFA) and incubated in 3.2% PFA for 1 h at 

room temperature. Fixed lungs were then washed in multiple PBS washes over the course 
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of 1 hour at room temperature, followed by an overnight incubation in 30% sucrose in PBS 

shaking at 4°C, and then a 2-h incubation in 15% sucrose in PBS +50% OCT compound 

(Fisher HealthCare) at room temperature. Finally, fixed lungs were randomly oriented and 

embedded in OCT by flash freezing with dry ice and ethanol.

Immunostaining—All protocols were used identically for both mouse and human tissue. 

7μm sections were cut on a Leica CM3050 S Research Cryostat (Leica Biosystems). 

Tissue sections were further fixed for 5 minutes in 3.2% PFA, rinsed three times with 

PBS, and blocked in blocking solution (PBS + 1% bovine serum albumin (Affymetrix) + 

5% normal donkey serum (Jackson Immuno Research) + 0.1% Triton X-100 (Millipore 

Sigma) + 0.02% sodium azide (Millipore Sigma)) for > 30 minutes. Slides were incubated 

in primary antibodies (listed below) in blocking solution overnight at 4°C. Slides were 

then washed three times with PBS +0.1% Tween 20 (Millipore Sigma) and subsequently 

incubated with secondary antibodies (listed below) for > 2 h at room temperature. Slides 

were then washed once more with PBS +0.1% Tween 20 prior to incubation in 1μM DAPI 

(Life Technologies) for 5 minutes, rinsed with PBS, and mounted with either Prolong 

Gold (Life Sciences) or Fluoroshield (Millipore Sigma). The following primary antibodies 

were used: rabbit anti-SPC (1:2000, Millipore Sigma), rat anti-RAGE (1:500, R&D 

Systems, clone 175410), rabbit anti-Krt5 (1:1000, BioLegend, clone Poly19055), chicken 

anti-Krt5 (1:500, BioLegend, clone Poly9059), goat anti-Scgb3a2 (1:200, R&D, clone 

AF3465), mouse anti-acetylated tubulin (1:2000, Millipore Sigma, clone 6-11B-1), rabbit 

anti-p63α (1:500, Cell Signaling, clone D2K8X), rabbit anti-ΔNp63 (1:100, BioLegend, 

clone Poly6190), and rat anti-Ki67 (1:1000, Thermo Fisher Scientific, clone SolA15). 

The following secondary antibodies were used: Alexa Fluor™ 488-conjugated donkey 

anti-rabbit (1:1000, Thermo Fisher Scientific), Alexa Fluor™ 488-conjugated donkey anti-

rat (1:1000, Thermo Fisher Scientific), Alexa Fluor™ 488-conjugated donkey anti-goat 

(1:1000, Thermo Fisher Scientific), Alexa Fluor™ 488-conjugated donkey anti-chicken 

(1:500, Jackson Immuno Research), Alexa Fluor™ 647-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit 

(1:1000, Thermo Fisher Scientific), Alexa Fluor™ 647-conjugated donkey anti-rat (1:1000, 

Thermo Fisher Scientific), Alexa Fluor™ 647-conjugated donkey anti-goat (1:1000, Thermo 

Fisher Scientific), Alexa Fluor™ 647-conjugated donkey anti-chicken (1:500, Jackson 

Immuno Research), Alexa Fluor™ 488-conjugated donkey anti-mouse (1:500, Jackson 

Immuno Research), and Alexa Fluor™ 647-conjugated donkey anti-mouse (1:500, Thermo 

Fisher Scientific). The following conjugated antibodies were used: FITC-conjugated anti-

mouse Ly6D (1:100, BioLegend, clone 49-H4). All protocols and primary, secondary, and 

conjugated antibodies were used for both mouse and human tissue.

Imaging—All images were taken on Leica DMi8 Microscope using a Leica DFC9000 

sCMOS camera and Leica Application Suite X (LASX) software. Immunofluorescent 

and brightfield images were taken at either 10x, 20x, or 63x using the z stack and 

extended depth-of-field functions. Images were minimally processed prior to quantification 

or publication by adjusting the lookup table to lower the signal-to-noise ratio.

Immunofluorescent lineage tracing—For quantifying Sox2-traced cells in 

Sox2ΔNp63WT and Sox2ΔNp63KO mice, sections were cut and stained at three discrete levels 
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of the tissue block separated by at least 300μm each. In order to survey a large region of 

the lung and quantify as many airway/alveolar p63-trace+ expansion events as possible in 

p63ΔNp63WT and p63ΔNp63KO mice, we sampled twice the number of sections from each of 

three 300μm levels. Only sections containing either airway or alveolar p63-trace+ cells were 

stained and quantified. If no p63-trace+ cells in either location were found in a given level, a 

new level was cut and surveyed. Cell counting was performed in LASX software and copied 

to Microsoft Excel for further analysis.

Fluorescence-activated cell sorting—Lung cells were isolated by inflating lungs with 

15 U/mL dispase II in HBSS (Thermo Fisher Scientific), tying off the trachea, and cutting 

lobes away from the mainstem bronchi. Lobes were then incubated in 15 U/mL dispase 

II for 45 min while shaking at room temperature and then mechanically dissociated by 

pipetting in sort buffer (SB; Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) + 2% cosmic calf serum (CC; Thermo Fisher Scientific) + 1% P/S). After 

pelleting at 550 × g for 5 minutes at 4°C, whole-lung suspension was treated with Red 

Blood Cell Lysis Buffer (Millipore Sigma) for 5 minutes, pelleted, and resuspended in 

SB + 1:1000 DNase I (Millipore Sigma) for a 45-min recovery period shaking at 37°C. 

Whole-lung suspension was then repelleted and resuspended in SB + 1:50 TruStain FcX™ 

antibody (anti-mouse CD16/32, BioLegend) for a 10-min blocking period at 37°C. To sort 

post-flu intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors from Krt5CreERT2 mice, non-tamoxifen-treated 

Krt5ΔNp63WT and Krt5ΔNp63KO mice that lost ≥10% bodyweight were euthanized via 

isoflurane overdose at day 14 post-flu, had their lungs processed as above, and were stained 

with APC/Cy7-conjugated rat anti-mouse CD45 antibody (1:200, BioLegend, clone 30-

F11), Alexa Fluor® 488-conjugated or PE/Cy7-conjugated rat anti-mouse CD326 (EpCAM) 

antibody (1:200, BioLegend, clone G8.8), Alexa Fluor® 647-conjugated rat anti-mouse 

CD104 (integrin β4) antibody (1:100, BioLegend, clone 346-11A), and FITC-conjugated 

rat anti-mouse Ly6D (1:100, BioLegend, clone 49-H4) for 45 minutes at 4°C, followed by 

a final spin-down at 550 × g for 5 minutes at 4°C. Stained cells and controls were then 

resuspended in SB + 1:1000 DNase + 1:1000 Draq7 (Beckman Coulter) as a live/dead stain. 

All FACS sorting was done on either a BD FACSJazz (BD Biosciences) or BD FACSAria 

(BD Biosciences) and cells were collected in round-bottom polystyrene tubes (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific) in 300μL DMEM + 20% CC + 2% P/S.

Primary intrapulmonary p63+ progenitor transplantation and quantification
—Krt5ΔNp63HET donors, Krt5ΔNp63KO donors, and Krt5CreERT2 neg recipient mice were 

infected with PR8 at the same time as in “influenza virus propagation and infection”. 

Krt5ΔNp63HET donors and Krt5ΔNp63KO donors were given a single dose of 0.25mg/g IP 

tamoxifen at day 9 post-infection to induce lineage labelling but not fully recombine 

the ΔNp63flox alleles (see results and Figures S4A–S4D). Three days later at day 12 

post-infection, donor lungs were dissociated into single cells as in “fluorescence-activated 

cell sorting” and the bulk EpCAM+ integrin β4+ airway epithelial population containing 

Krt5-trace+ cells was isolated and resuspended in 30μL PBS + 1% P/S. Recipient mice 

were anesthetized with 3.5% isoflurane in 100% O2 via an anesthesia vaporizer system and 

were intranasally administered cells by pipetting the single-cell suspension onto the nostrils 

of anesthetized mice in visually confirmed agonal breathing, as previously described.92 
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All recipient mice received at least 100k EpCAM+ β4+ cells at the time of transplant (on 

average 194k EpCAM+ β4+ cells were transplanted across all experiments). Transplanted 

cells were allowed to engraft for three days until day 15 post-infection, at which point 

recipient mice were administered IP tamoxifen every other day (on day 15, day 17, and 

day 19 post-infection/day 3, day 5, and day 7 post-transplant) for a total of three tamoxifen 

doses. One week following the final dose of tamoxifen at day 26 post-infection/day 14 post-

transplant, recipient lungs were harvested as in “lung tissue preparation for immunostaining” 

and immunostained and imaged as in “immunostaining” and “imaging”, respectively. Lobes 

with visible RFP+ engraftments via whole-mount microscopy were separated and sectioned 

for lineage quantification. Slides were screened for engraftments via fluorescent microscopy 

as they were cut. To ensure that discrete cells within the engraftments were being quantified, 

only sections ≥14μm apart were co-stained with SPC and Krt5 and imaged.

Primary intrapulmonary p63+ progenitor culture and passaging—Post-flu 

intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors were isolated from non-tamoxifen-treated Krt5ΔNp63WT 

and Krt5ΔNp63KO mice by sorting live CD45− EpCAM+ β4+ Ly6D+ cells from injured 

lungs at day 14 post-flu. Sorted intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors were seeded onto 70μL 

of Matrigel (BD) in a 96-well clear polystyrene flat-bottom microplate (Millipore Sigma) 

to generate organoids. Media used for airway culture conditions was based on a modified 

dual SMAD inhibition media utilized for the long-term culture of basal epithelial cells93 

and allowed for intrapulmonary p63+ progenitor growth as either organoids or monolayers, 

consisting of PneumaCult™-Ex Plus Medium (Stemcell Technologies) + 1x PneumaCult™-

Ex Plus Supplement (Stemcell Technologies) + 1:1000 hydrocortisone stock solution 

(Stemcell Technologies) + 1μM A8301 (TGFb inhibitor, Millipore Sigma) + 10μM Y-27632 

(ROCK inhibitor, Cayman Chemical) + 1:5000 Primocin® (Invivogen). Media used for 

alveolar culture conditions was based on conditions for primary mouse AT2 (C12)92 and 

human iPSC-derived AT2 (CK+DCI)72,73 culture. Briefly, CK+DCI was made according 

to73 and supplemented with 50ng/mL EGF (Peprotech) + 200ng/mL Rspo1 (Peprotech) 

+ 100ng/mL Noggin (Peprotech) + 100ng/mL FGF10 (Peprotech) + 1μM A8301 (TGFβ 
inhibitor) (Millipore Sigma) + 10μM Y-27632 (ROCK inhibitor) (Cayman Chemical). To 

passage organoids, organoids were treated with 15 U/mL dispase II in Hank’s balanced 

salt solution (HBSS) for 30 minutes, rinsed with 2 mM EDTA (Thermo Fisher Scientific), 

incubated in 0.05% trypsin (Gibco) + 2 mM EDTA in PBS for 5 min at 37°C, mechanically 

dissociated by pipetting 50–100 times with a p200 pipette, quenched with DMEM + 10% 

CC + 1% P/S, and pelleted at 550 × g for 5 minutes at 4°C. Organoid seeding density 

for all experiments was 10k dissociated cells/96-well plate well. To passage monolayers, 

monolayers were treated with 0.05% trypsin (Gibco) + 2 mM EDTA in PBS for 10 min at 

37°C, quenched with DMEM + 10% CC + 1% P/S, and pelleted at 550 × g for 5 minutes at 

4°C.

Migration assay—Migration assays were performed using two-well silicone inserts 

(Ibidi). Upon securing a silicone insert on a culture plate, the surface within the insert was 

coated with 0.5% gelatin from bovine skin (Millipore Sigma) + 5% Matrigel (BD) for 15 

min. Non-tamoxifentreated intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors from Krt5ΔNp63KO mice were 

previously adapted to monolayer conditions by passaging organoids and plating dissociated 
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cells on 0.5% gelatin from bovine skin +5% Matrigel for at least one passage as monolayers 

prior to seeding for the migration assay. 30k intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors resuspended 

in airway media + 1μM 4OHT (Cayman Chemical) or an equivalent volume of DMSO 

were seeded on both sides of the silicone insert and allowed to form monolayers for 48 

h. After 48 h, the insert was removed and images were taken immediately for the 0h time 

point. Images were also taken at 6h and 24h following insert removal. 10x magnification 

brightfield images were taken at each time point. Three discreet regions of the gap were 

imaged at each time point for each replicate of each condition (−4OHT (vehicle only) and 

+4OHT). All experiments were performed in technical triplicate with cells derived from 

the same original donor mouse between passages 8 and 10. Images in TIFF format were 

exported from LASX to FIJI. After setting the image scale, the “Polygon selection” tool was 

used to trace the gap and measured using the “Analyze - > Set Measurements - > Area” 

function in FIJI for all regions imaged for each replicate for each condition. We derived the 

migration rate by subtracting the area at 6h after insert removal from the area at 0h after 

insert removal from that same replicate and dividing by the time elapsed (6 h) for each 

replicate for each condition (ex. (0h area – 6h area)/6).

Cytospins—Cells were isolated according to “Primary intrapulmonary p63+ progenitor 

culture and passaging” and pelleted at 550 × g for 5 minutes at 4°C before resuspension 

in 200μL 3.2% PFA per number of slides to be cytospun. 200μL of resuspended cells 

were loaded into cytospin chambers and spun at 750 rpm for 5 minutes on a Cytospin 2 

(Shandon).

Monolayer and organoid bulk RNA-sequencing culture experiments—For 

monolayer bulk RNA-sequencing experiments, post-flu intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors 

from a non-tamoxifen-treated Krt5ΔNp63KO mouse were expanded as organoids in airway 

media and adapted to monolayer conditions as in “migration assay and quantification”. 

Monolayers were maintained in airway media for these experiments. Technical triplicates for 

the −4OHT and +4OHT groups were expanded in parallel. DMSO or 1μM 4OHT was added 

to the media for all triplicates when they reached ~80% confluence and was maintained in 

the media for 48 h. Monolayer cells were harvested for RNA using the monolayer passaging 

method in “Primary intrapulmonary p63+ progenitor culture and passaging”, pelleted at 550 

× g for 5 minutes at 4°C, and stored directly at −80°C until RNA extraction. For organoid 

bulk RNA-sequencing experiments, post-flu intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors from a non-

tamoxifen-treated Krt5ΔNp63KO mouse were first expanded as organoids in airway media 

seeded on top of 70μL Matrigel. Organoids were then passaged using the organoid passaging 

method in “Primary intrapulmonary p63+ progenitor culture and passaging” and seeded 

in 50μL Matrigel droplets at a seeding density of 250 cell/μL Matrigel. After allowing 

the droplets to solidify at 37°C for 15 min, airway or alveolar media (without DMSO or 

4OHT) was added to the droplets and the seeded cells were allowed to form organoids in 

their respective media conditions for 24 h. At 24 h post-plating, media was changed to 

airway media + 1μM 4OHT or an equivalent volume of DMSO or alveolar media + 1μM 

4OHT or an equivalent volume of DMSO. Organoids were maintained in these conditions 

for seven days and harvested for RNA using the organoid passaging method in “Primary 
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intrapulmonary p63+ progenitor culture and passaging”, pelleted at 550 × g for 5 minutes at 

4°C, and stored directly at −80°C until RNA extraction.

RNA isolation and qPCR—For bulk RNA-sequencing experiments, RNA was isolated 

using the ReliaPrep™ RNA Cell Miniprep kit (Promega). For injury time course qPCR of 

ΔNp63 expression, ≥300 live CD45− EpCAM+ β4+ p63-trace+ cells were sorted at each 

indicated time point directly into Takara SMART-Seq HT Kit (Takara) 1x reaction buffer on 

ice and amplified for 20 cycles. A 1:20 dilution of amplified cDNA in deionized water was 

used as input in each qPCR reaction well. Gene expression was calculated relative to Rpl19 
(“L19”) within that sample and expressed as fold change over the average expression. qPCR 

was run on an Applied Biosystems QuantStudio 6 Real-Time PCR System (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) with PowerUp SYBR Green Master Mix (Applied Biosystems). All primer sets 

are as listed in Table S2.

Bulk RNA-sequencing analysis—For monolayer, airway organoid, and alveolar 

organoid bulk sequencing, three technical replicates treated as described in “monolayer 

and organoid bulk RNA-sequencing culture experiments” were sequenced for each treatment 

group (three replicates each for both ΔNp63WT and ΔNp63KO cells in all conditions). RNA 

was extracted from all samples as in “rna isolation and qpcr” and shipped overnight on dry 

ice to Genewiz for library preparation and sequencing. PolyA-selected RNA was used to 

generate libraries using the NEBNext Ultra II RNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina (NEB) 

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Sequencing was performed using a 2 × 150bp 

paired-end configuration on an Illumnia HiSeq at a read depth of ~45 million reads per 

sample on average. Reads were aligned to the mm10 mouse genome using Kallisto and 

imported into R Studio for analysis via the TxImport package. Transcripts with low counts 

were filtered out if they had 1) zero reads in any sample, or 2) less than at least one count 

per million in at least two samples. Data was then normalized using the trimmed mean of 

M values normalization method94 in the EdgeR package. Mean-variance trend fitting, linear 

modeling, and Bayesian statistics for differential gene expression analysis were performed 

using the Voom, LmFit, and eBayes functions, respectively, of the Limma package, yielding 

differentially expressed genes between ΔNp63WT and ΔNp63KO groups.

ChIP and ChIP-sequencing—Monolayers for ChIP-sequencing were treated exactly in 

parallel with monolayer bulk RNA-sequencing experiments. Two 10cm plates of ~90% 

confluent DMSO-treated post-flu intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors from a non-tamoxifen-

treated Krt5ΔNp63KO mouse grown in airway media were harvested for each of three p63 

ChIP technical replicates. One 10cm plate of ~90% confluent either DMSO- or 1μM 4OHT-

treated post-flu intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors from a non-tamoxifen-treated Krt5ΔNp63KO 

mouse grown in airway media was harvested for each of three ΔNp63WT and ΔNp63KO 

technical replicates for both H3K27ac and H3K27me3 ChIP. ChIP sample processing was 

followed according to the SimpleChIP® Plus Enzymatic Chromatic IP with Magnetic 

Beads Kit (Cell Signaling) protocol. In short, after 48h in either DMSO or 1μM 4OHT, 

media was removed and monolayers were cross-linked for 20 min in 1% PFA. Following 

fixation quenching with glycine and pelleting, nuclei were isolated, treated with micrococcal 

nuclease, and sonicated four times for 15 s each with an ultrasonic sonicator with a 1/8-
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inch probe on ice to shear chromatin into 150bp-900bp fragments. 5ug of cross-linked, 

digested chromatin was immunoprecipitated using 1ug of either rabbit anti-p63α (Cell 

Signaling, clone D2K8X), rabbit anti-H3K27ac (Cell Signaling, clone D5E4), or rabbit 

anti-H3K27me3 (Cell Signaling, clone C36B11). 2% inputs samples were generated for all 

replicates of each immunoprecipitation, and given nine ΔNp63WT ChIP samples and six 

ΔNp63KO ChIP samples in total, 1/9 of each ΔNp63WT 2% input were combined and 

1/6 of each ΔNp63KO 2% input were combined a to generate a universal ΔNp63WT 2% 

input sample and universal ΔNp63KO 2% input sample, respectively. Eluted ChIP DNA 

was used to generate libraries using the NEBNext® Ultra™ II DNA Library Prep Kit for 

Illumina (NEB) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. After library cleanup, library 

concentrations were quantified using a Qubit 2.0 Fluorometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

and size validated on a TapeStation (Agilent Technologies). Prepared libraries were sent 

to Genewiz for sequencing. Sequencing was performed using a 2 × 150bp paired-end 

configuration on an Illumnia® HiSeq at a read depth of ~27 million reads per sample on 

average.

Organoid histology—For organoid histology, dissociated monolayer cells were seeded 

inside a 50μL Matrigel droplet on a 6-well clear polystyrene flat-bottom plate (Millipore 

Sigma) at a density of 250 cell/μL Matrigel in the indicated media conditions + 1μM 4OHT 

or an equivalent volume of DMSO at the time of seeding. After culture for one week 

in these conditions, droplets were incubated in 1x TBS for 10 min, fixed with IHC Zinc 

Fixative (BD Biosciences) for 30 min, incubated in 30% sucrose in TBS shaking overnight 

at 4°C, and incubated for two hours in 15% sucrose in TBS +50% OCT compound at 

room temperature. Finally, the fixed organoid-containing Matrigel droplets were scraped 

from plate with a weighing spatula and randomly oriented and embedded in OCT by 

flash freezing with dry ice and ethanol. Sectioning and immunostaining were performed as 

described in “Immunostaining”.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Pulse oximetry analysis—Each data point for one-year SpO2 timelines represents the 

average SpO2 for each individual mouse at the given time point. n = 5 uninfected young 

mice, n = 3 uninfected one-year-old mice, and n = 4 infected mice whose SpO2 was 

repeatedly measured at both eight months and one-year post-infection. Significance based 

on one-way ANOVA. For Sox2CreERT2-mediated ΔNp63 knockout SpO2, Sox2ΔNp63WT n 

= 5 mice and Sox2ΔNp63KO n = 5 mice. For p63CreERT2-mediated ΔNp63 knockout SpO2, 

p63ΔNp63WT n = 7 mice and p63ΔNp63KO n = 5 mice. Each data point for Sox2CreERT2-

mediated ΔNp63 knockout and p63CreERT2-mediated ΔNp63 knockout SpO2 timelines 

represents the average SpO2 across all mice for a given group. Significance based on 

ordinary two-way ANOVA performed in GraphPad Prism 7. Data represented as mean ± 

standard error. *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 for all statistics.

Immunofluorescent lineage tracing quantification—For IAV-Cre tracing 

quantification, n = 3 IAV-Cre infected mice quantified at each time point. For Sox2CreERT2-

mediated ΔNp63 knockout quantification, Sox2ΔNp63WT n = 3 mice and Sox2ΔNp63KO n 

= 3 mice. For p63CreERT2-mediated ΔNp63 knockout quantification, p63ΔNp63WT n = 3 
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mice and p63ΔNp63KO n = 5 mice. For all lineage tracing quantification graphs, each data 

point represents the average number of ≥500 cells across R3 levels bearing each lineage 

marker from an individual mouse for the corresponding experiment. Two-way ANOVA and 

unpaired Welch’s t-tests were performed for these analyses in GraphPad Prism 7. Data 

represented as mean ± standard deviation and *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 

0.0001 for all statistics.

Orthotopic transplantation quantification—For orthotopic transplantation 

quantification, an average of 683 Krt5-trace+ engrafted cells were quantified for SPC and 

Krt5 expression across all experiments. n = 2 recipient lungs of Krt5ΔNp63HET donor cells 

from different donor mice analyzed and n = 2 recipient lungs of Krt5ΔNp63KO donor cells 

from different donor mice analyzed. Significance based on unpaired Welch’s t test. Data 

represented as mean ± standard deviation and *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 

0.0001 for all statistics.

Migration assay quantification—For migration assay quantification and graphs, 

ΔNp63WT n = 3 technical replicates and ΔNp63KO n = 3 technical replicates. Significance 

based on two-way ANOVA for gap closure analysis and unpaired Welch’s t test for 

migratory rate analysis. Data represented as mean ± standard deviation and *p < 0.05, **p < 

0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 for all statistics.

Cytospin quantification—Following the cytospin protocol as described in “cytospins”, ≥ 

100 cells were counted across ≥ 20x fields of view from independent sorts to collect Ly6D+ 

cells from n = 3 different wild-type mice.

Bulk RNA-sequencing analysis—ΔNp63WT n = 3 technical replicates and ΔNp63KO 

n = 3 technical replicates for monolayer, airway organoid, and alveolar organoid sequencing 

experiments. Z scores for heatmap generation were calculated using FPKM values and 

significantly differentially expressed genes were called based on adjusted p value < 0.05.

ChIP-sequencing analysis and motif enrichment—For p63 ChIP-sequencing, n = 3 

ΔNp63WT technical replicates were used. For H3K27ac and H3K27me3 ChIP-sequencing, 

n = 3 ΔNp63WT technical replicates and n = 3 ΔNp63KO technical replicates were 

used. Following “ChIP-sequencing and motif enrichment”, FASTQ files were uploaded to 

usegalaxy.org95 for processing. Adapter sequences were trimmed and quality checked using 

Trim Galore! followed by Bowtie2 alignment to the built-in mm10 mouse genome index. 

Trimmed and aligned files were processed using Samtools so that only properly mapped, 

paired, non-duplicate, non-mitochondrial, non-blacklisted reads remained. Based on PCA 

analyses, a single H3K27me3 among the ΔNp63KO samples was a clear outlier (likely due 

to poor immunoprecipitation) and was removed from subsequent analysis. MACS296 was 

used for peak calling of p63, H3K27ac, and H3K27me3 ChIP with corresponding universal 

2% input controls for reference. For p63 and H3K27ac ChIP, peak calling was performed 

with default MACS2 settings and an FDR <0.05. Due to difficulty in calling H3K27me3 

peaks in ΔNp63KO samples, a stringent p value cutoff of <0.01 rather than FDR was 

used to identify peaks in H3K27me3 ChIP samples. Analyses downstream of MACS2 peak 

calling were performed in a combination of R Studio and usegalaxy.org. Peak annotation 
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and heatmap generation based on MACS2 outputs was performed using the ChIPseeker 

package.97 Differential enrichment analysis was also performed on MACS2 outputs using 

the DiffBind package,98 which identified 13,733 differentially enriched H3K27ac regions 

and 5838 differentially enriched H3K27me3 regions. The GenomicRanges package99 was 

used to convert DiffBind differentially enriched regions into Granges objects to annotate 

enrichment to nearby genes using ChIPseeker. Granges objects were also used with the 

ChIPpeakAnno package100 to identify overlapping p63 and H3K27ac or H3K27me3 ChIP 

regions. MEME-ChIP101,102 was used for motif discovery and motif enrichment analysis of 

up to the top 2000 peaks (or all 2004 peaks in the case of p63 ChIP) for all differentially 

enriched regions. Samtools was used to merge BAM files for all replicates of each condition 

and loaded into IGV for ChIP coverage and peak visualization.

Human single cell sequencing analysis—The annotated full-size RDS file from the 

single cell sequencing dataset50 from healthy and IPF patients was downloaded from the 

Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) under the accession code GEO: GSE135893. In R Studio 

using the Seurat library, cells from the clusters annotated “Basal” and “KRT5−/KRT17+” 

were subsetted out with the donor’s health status and TP63 expression and saved in CSV 

format. In Microsoft Excel, TP63 expression of the cells from each donor extracted in this 

way was averaged and stratified based on health status. No additional analyses, re-clustering, 

or ad hoc processing was performed on the downloaded dataset to perform this analysis. 

Each data point represents the average TP63 expression of all cells for a given donor, with 

n = 9 healthy donors and n = 20 IPF donors for cells whose average TP63 expression was 

measured in the “Basal” cluster and n = 2 healthy donors and n = 16 IPF donors whose 

average TP63 expression was measured in the “KRT5−/KRT17+” cluster. One-way ANOVA 

was performed for these analyses in GraphPad Prism 7. Data represented as mean ± standard 

deviation and *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 for all statistics.

Statistics—Data was collected in Microsoft Excel and imported into GraphPad Prism 7 to 

generate all graphs and perform all statistical testing. Details of statistical test used, sample 

size, and definition of significance can be found in corresponding figure legends and the 

“quantification and statistical analysis” section of the STAR Methods.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Highlights

• ΔNp63 is necessary for dysplastic alveolar remodeling

• Injured mice without dysplasia exhibit enhanced functional recovery

• ΔNp63 restricts plasticity by maintaining chromatin modifications at distinct 

loci

• Basal cells undergo differentiation dependent upon niche cues and ΔNp63 

loss
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Figure 1. Dysplastic alveolar remodeling persists long-term in injured mice and humans and is 
correlated with ΔNp63 expression
(A) ΔNp63+ Krt5+ dysplastic remodeling persists in murine alveolar regions 1 year post flu. 

Scale bars, = 100μm. (A′) Inset of outlined region in (A).

(B–D) Representative images of Krt5+ Ki67+ proliferating dysplastic cells (white arrows) 

from three mice (100% of mice surveyed). Scale bars, 100μm. (D′) 63× magnification inset 

image of outlined region in (D).
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(E) Pulse oximetry readings were taken on uninjured 2- to 3-month-old mice, uninjured 

1-year-old mice, injured mice at 8 months post infection, and the samemice at 1 year post 

infection. Significance based on ordinary one-way ANOVA.

(F) Flow cytometry quantification during injury time course of percent p63-trace+ as a 

fraction of live CD45− EpCAM+ β4+ cells.

(G) ΔNp63 expression increases in sorted p63-trace+ cells with injury progression. 

Significance based on ordinary one-way ANOVA.

(H) Human healthy and IPF epithelial cell uniform manifold approximation and projection 

from IPF Cell Atlas50,51 with basal and KRT5−/KRT17+ clusters highlighted.

(I) TP63 expression is largely restricted to basal and KRT5−/KRT17+ clusters in cells from 

both healthy and IPF patients from IPF Cell Atlas.50,51

(J and K) TP63 expression is significantly upregulated in IPF patient epithelial cells 

compared with healthy epithelial cells from both the (J) basal and (K) KRT5−/KRT17+ 

clusters. Significance for both (J) and (K) based on Welch’s t test.

(L–Q) Representative immunofluorescence staining for Krt5 and p63 in alveolar regions of 

(L) uninjured human, (M) IPF patient, (N) familial IPF patient, (O) scleroderma patient, 

and (P and Q) two COVID-19 patient lungs. Krt5+ p63+ dysplastic pods are only found in 

injured alveoli. Insets are of outlined regions. Scale bars, 100μm.

Data presented as mean ± standard deviation with *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, 

****p < 0.0001 for all statistics.
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Figure 2. ΔNp63 is required for airway epithelial contribution to dysplastic remodeling in vivo
(A) Experimental timeline of Sox2-mediated ΔNp63 deletion.

(B) 20× tilescan of a Sox2ΔNp63WT lobe shows normal Sox2-trace+ contribution to alveolar 

repair, including Krt5+ dysplasia. Scale bar, 1 mm.

(C) Sox2ΔNp63KO lungs bear no Krt5+ dysplastic areas. Scale bar, 1 mm.

(D–I) Representative images of alveolar Sox2-trace overlap with lineage markers. 

Sox2ΔNp63WT mice exhibit expansion of (D) Sox2-trace+ SPC+ AT2s, (E) Sox2-trace+ 

RAGE+ AT1s, and (F) Sox2-trace+ Krt5+ dysplastic cells, whereas Sox2ΔNp63KO mice have 
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only (G) Sox2-trace+ SPC+ AT2s and (H) Sox2-trace+ RAGE+ AT1s but lack (I) Sox2-trace+ 

Krt5+ dysplastic cells. Insets are of outlined regions. Scale bars, 50 μm.

(J) Quantification of Sox2-trace contribution to SPC+ AT2s, RAGE+ AT1s, and Krt5+ 

dysplasia.

(K) Pulse oximetry readings taken of injured Sox2ΔNp63WT and Sox2ΔNp63KO mice over a 

4-week injury time course.

(L) Significantly higher blood oxygen saturation was detected at day 9 post flu in 

Sox2ΔNp63KO mice.

Significance in (J–L) based on ordinary two-way ANOVA. Data in (J) presented as mean ± 

standard deviation and mean ± standard error in (K) and (L). *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 

0.001, ****p < 0.0001 for all statistics.
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Figure 3. ΔNp63KO intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors fail to migrate from airways in vivo
(A) Experimental timeline of p63-mediated ΔNp63 deletion.

(B) p63-trace+ cells contribute to both airway and alveolar repair in p63ΔNp63WT mice. Scale 

bar, 100 μm.

(C) p63-trace+ cells do not contribute to alveolar repair in p63ΔNp63KO mice, remaining only 

in the airways. Scale bar, 100 μm.

(D) Quantification of p63-trace+ cells in either the airways or alveoli in p63ΔNp63WT or 

p63ΔNp63KO mice. Significance based on mixed-effects analysis.

(E and F″) Brightfield images of migration assay at (E and F) 0 h, (E′ and F′) 6 h, and (E″ 
and F″) 24 h time points. Scale bars, 100 μm.

(G) Quantification of gap-area closure from migration experiment shows that while DMSO/

−4OHT-treated monolayers can close the gap by 24 h post insert removal, +4OHT-treated 

(ΔNp63KO) monolayers do not fully close the gap. Significance based on ordinary two-way 

ANOVA.

(H) Comparison of area migration rate in mm2/h, revealing that +4OHT-treated (ΔNp63KO) 

intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors migrate ~4 times slower than −4OHT (vehicle)-treated 

(ΔNp63WT) intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors.

Significance based on Welch’s t test. Data presented as mean ± standard deviation with *p < 

0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 for all statistics.
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Figure 4. Intrapulmonary p63+ progenitor transcriptional and epigenetic states are regulated by 
ΔNp63
(A) Schematic of ChIP-seq experiment hypothesis.

(B) Genomic feature annotation for p63 peaks.

(C) Heatmap of differentially enriched/depleted H3K27ac peaks (left) and genomic feature 

annotation for H3K27ac Krt5ΔNp63WT versus Krt5ΔNp63KO peaks (right). Differentially 

enriched regions based on Krt5ΔNp63WT (n = 3) and Krt5ΔNp63KO (n = 3) with false 

discovery rate (FDR) <0.05.

(D) Heatmap of differentially enriched/depleted H3K27me3 peaks (left) and genomic 

feature annotation for H3K27me3 Krt5ΔNp63WT versus Krt5ΔNp63KO peaks (right). 

Differentially enriched regions based on Krt5ΔNp63WT (n = 3) and Krt5ΔNp63KO (n = 2) 

with p value <0.01.

(E) Overlap of p63 peaks with enriched/depleted H3K27ac peaks (left) and of p63 peaks 

with enriched/depleted H3K27me3 peaks (right).

(F) MEME-ChIP de novo motif discovery from p63-immunoprecipitated sequences.

(G–J) MEME-ChIP de novo motif discovery from (G) H3K27ac-immunoprecipitated 

sequences enriched in Krt5ΔNp63KO, (H) H3K27ac-immunoprecipitated sequences depleted 

in Krt5ΔNp63KO, (I) H3K27me3-immunoprecipitated sequences enriched in Krt5ΔNp63KO, 

and (J) H3K27me3-immunoprecipitated sequences depleted in Krt5ΔNp63KO.
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(K–N) ChIP coverage tracks of p63, H3K27ac, and H3K27me3 from Krt5ΔNp63WT and 

Krt5ΔNp63KO monolayers show enrichment of H3K27ac at alveolar differentiation genes 

in including (K) Nkx2–1, (L) Id2, and (M) Abca3, along with enrichment of H3K27me3 

at the EMT regulator (N) Twist1 following ΔNp63KO. p63 ChIP peak calling identified 

an exonic p63 binding site in exon 2 of Nkx2–1, representing the most differentially 

H3K27ac enriched region at the Nkx2–1 locus following loss of ΔNp63. Red boxes are 

used to highlight regions of interest with called p63 binding sites and/or changes in histone 

modification enrichment.

(O–S) Heatmaps from bulk RNA-seq of ΔNp63WT and ΔNp63KO monolayers. Alterations 

in histone modifications correlate with changes in transcriptional identity upon ΔNp63 

deletion, focusing on (O) basal cell markers, (P) lung identity transcription factors, (Q) club 

and distal club/BASC markers, (R) AT2 markers, and (S) differentiated airway epithelial 

cell markers. Genes marked with an asterisk are significantly differentially expressed with 

adjusted p value of <0.05.
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Figure 5. Induced plasticity in ΔNp63KO intrapulmonary p63+ progenitors can be directed 
toward airway or alveolar epithelial fates
(A–D) Representative immunofluorescence images of organoids grown in alveolar medium 

± 4OHT. (A and B) The basal cell marker Krt5 is downregulated and disorganized with 

4OHT treatment (ΔNp63KO), indicating loss of basal cell identity. (C and D) The AT2 

marker SPC is upregulated with 4OHT treatment (ΔNp63KO), indicating acquisition of 

alveolar fate. Scale bars, 50 μm.

(E and F) Bulk RNA-seq volcano plots of top differentially upregulated and downregulated 

genes with ΔNp63KO in (E) airway medium and (F) alveolar medium.
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(G and H) Basal cell markers are downregulated in both (G) airway and (H) alveolar 

organoids with ΔNp63KO.

(I and J) Ciliated cell markers are upregulated with ΔNp63KO in both (I) airway and 

(J) alveolar organoids. Goblet cell markers are downregulated in airway organoids but 

unchanged in alveolar organoids with ΔNp63KO while tuft cell markers are upregulated in 

airway organoids but unchanged in alveolar organoids with ΔNp63KO.

(K and L) ΔNp63KO organoids in both media conditions exhibit a shift away from a 

proximal club identity in favor of a distal club/BASC fate, which becomes more pronounced 

in alveolar organoids.

(M and N) ΔNp63KO airway organoids upregulate some AT2 genes while ΔNp63KO alveolar 

organoids dramatically upregulate many canonical AT2 markers. Genes marked with an 

asterisk are statistically significantly differentially expressed with adjusted p value of <0.05.
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Figure 6. Orthotopic transplantation reveals ΔNp63KO intrapulmonary p63+ progenitor-to-AT2 
conversion in vivo
(A) Schematic of experimental design. Krt5ΔNp63HET and Krt5ΔNp63KO donors were infected 

with PR8 at the same time as Krt5CreERT2 neg recipients. Three days after a single 

dose of intraperitoneal (IP) tamoxifen at day 9 post infection to induce lineage labeling 

in donor cells, EpCAM+ β4+ airway epithelial cells were sorted from donor mice and 

transplanted into recipients. Donor cells were allowed to engraft for 3 days, then recipient 

mice were given three doses of intraperitoneal tamoxifen to induce ΔNp63flox allele 

recombination. Recipient lungs were harvested 1 week following the final dose of tamoxifen 
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for engraftment quantification. (B–G) Representative images of engrafted Krt5-trace overlap 

with lineage markers. Krt5ΔNp63HET engraftments largely remain as (B) dysplastic Krt5-

trace+ Krt5+ pod-like structures while rare engraftments differentiate into (C) Krt5-trace+ 

SPC+ AT2 cells, exhibiting endogenous plasticity. (D) Krt5ΔNp63KO engraftments lack 

expression of Krt5, instead generating large regions of (E) Krt5-trace+ SPC+ AT2s. These 

Krt5ΔNp63KO engraftments also express (F) the AT2 marker Lamp3, with white arrows 

highlighting Krt5-trace+ SPC+ Lamp3+ cells with overlapping SPC and Lamp3 expression, 

and (G) the AT1 marker RAGE, with white arrows highlighting the overlap of Krt5-trace+ 

cells with RAGE, indicating further differentiation from AT2s into AT1s. Separated channels 

of indicated immunostains are to the right of each image. Scale bars, 25 μm.

(H) Quantification of Krt5-trace engraftment contribution to Krt5+ dysplasia from 

Krt5ΔNp63HET and Krt5ΔNp63KO donors.

(I) Quantification of Krt5-trace engraftment contribution to SPC+ AT2s from Krt5ΔNp63HET 

and Krt5ΔNp63KO donors.

Significance based on unpaired Welch’s t test. Data presented as mean ± standard deviation 

with *p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001 for all statistics.
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KEY RESOURCES TABLE

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Antibodies

Rabbit anti-SPC Millipore Sigma Cat# AB3786; RRID: AB_2755001

rat anti-RAGE R&D Systems Cat# MAB1179; RRID: AB_2289349

rabbit anti-Krt5 BioLegend Cat# 905501; RRID: AB_2565050

chicken anti-Krt5 BioLegend Cat# 905901; RRID: AB_2565054

goat anti-Scgb3a2 R&D Systems Cat# AF3465; RRID: AB_2183549

mouse anti-acetylated tubulin Millipore Sigma Cat# MABT868; RRID: AB_2819178

rabbit anti-p63α Cell Signaling Cat# 13109S; RRID: AB_2637091

rabbit anti-ΔNp63 BioLegend Cat# 619002; RRID: AB_2207170

rat anti-Ki67 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 14-5698-82; RRID: AB_10854564

Alexa Fluor™ 488-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-21206; RRID: AB_2535792

Alexa Fluor™ 488-conjugated donkey anti-rat Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-21208; RRID: AB_2535794

Alexa Fluor™ 488-conjugated donkey anti-goat Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-11055; RRID: AB_2534102

Alexa Fluor™ 488-conjugated donkey anti-chicken Jackson Immunoresearch Cat# 703-545-155; RRID: AB_2340375

Alexa Fluor™ 488-conjugated donkey anti-mouse Jackson Immunoresearch Cat# 715-546-150; RRID: AB_2340849

Alexa Fluor™ 647-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-31573; RRID: AB_2536183

Alexa Fluor™ 647-conjugated donkey anti-rat Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A78947; RRID: AB_2910635

Alexa Fluor™ 647-conjugated donkey anti-goat Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-21447; RRID: AB_2535864

Alexa Fluor™ 647-conjugated donkey anti-chicken Jackson Immunoresearch Cat# 703-605-155; RRID: AB_2340379

Alexa Fluor™ 647-conjugated donkey anti-mouse Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-31571; RRID: AB_162542

FITC-conjugated anti-mouse Ly6D BioLegend Cat# 138606; RRID: AB_11203888

rabbit anti-H3K27ac Cell Signaling Cat# 8173S; RRID: AB_10949503

rabbit anti-H3K27me3 Cell Signaling Cat# 9733S; RRID: AB_2616029

rat anti-RAGE R&D Systems Cat# MAB1179; RRID: AB_2289349

rabbit anti-Krt5 BioLegend Cat# 905501; RRID: AB_2565050

chicken anti-Krt5 BioLegend Cat# 905901; RRID: AB_2565054

goat anti-Scgb3a2 R&D Systems Cat# AF3465; RRID: AB_2183549

mouse anti-acetylated tubulin Millipore Sigma Cat# MABT868; RRID: AB_2819178

rabbit anti-p63α Cell Signaling Cat# 13109S; RRID: AB_2637091

rabbit anti-ΔNp63 BioLegend Cat# 619002; RRID: AB_2207170

rat anti-Ki67 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 14-5698-82; RRID: AB_10854564

Alexa Fluor™ 488-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-21206; RRID: AB_2535792

Alexa Fluor™ 488-conjugated donkey anti-rat Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-21208; RRID: AB_2535794

Alexa Fluor™ 488-conjugated donkey anti-goat Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-11055; RRID: AB_2534102

Alexa Fluor™ 488-conjugated donkey anti-chicken Jackson Immunoresearch Cat# 703-545-155; RRID: AB_2340375

Alexa Fluor™ 488-conjugated donkey anti-mouse Jackson Immunoresearch Cat# 715-546-150; RRID: AB_2340849

Alexa Fluor™ 647-conjugated donkey anti-rabbit Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-31573; RRID: AB_2536183

Alexa Fluor™ 647-conjugated donkey anti-rat Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A78947; RRID: AB_2910635
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Alexa Fluor™ 647-conjugated donkey anti-goat Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-21447; RRID: AB_2535864

Alexa Fluor™ 647-conjugated donkey anti-chicken Jackson Immunoresearch Cat# 703-605-155; RRID: AB_2340379

Alexa Fluor 647-conjugated donkey anti-mouse Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# A-31571; RRID: AB_162542

rabbit anti-H3K27ac Cell Signaling Cat# 8173S; RRID: AB_10949503

rabbit anti-H3K27me3 Cell Signaling Cat# 9733S; RRID: AB_2616029

anti-mouse CD16/31 BioLegend Cat# 101320; RRID: AB_1574975

APC/Cy7-conjugated rat anti-mouse CD45 BioLegend Cat# 103116; RRID: AB_312981

Alexa Fluor 488-conjugated rat anti-mouse CD326 BioLegend Cat# 118210; RRID: AB_1134099

PE/Cy7-conjugated rat anti-mouse CD326 BioLegend Cat# 118216; RRID: AB_1236471

Alexa Fluor 647-conjugated rat anti-mouse CD104 BioLegend Cat# 123608; RRID: AB_2563512

Bacterial and virus strains

PR8 Carolina Lopez Lab (University of 
Pennsylvania)

N/A

IAV-Cre Nicolas Heaton Lab (Duke University) N/A

Biological samples

Chicken red blood cells Rockland Cat# R401-0050

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

PBS Corning Cat# MT21-031-CV

HBSS Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 14175079

DMSO Millipore Sigma Cat# D2650

Paraformaldehyde Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 50-980-495

Normal donkey serum Millipore Sigma Cat# D9663

(E/Z)-4-hydroxytamoxifen Cayman Chemical Cat# 17308

Tamoxifen Toronto Research Chemicals Cat# T006000

Corn oil Millipore Sigma Cat# C8267

Triton X-100 Millipore Sigma Cat# X100

Tween 20 Millipore Sigma Cat# P1379

BSA GoldBio Cat# A-420-100

DAPI Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# D21490

Prolong Gold antifade mountant Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# P36930

Fluoroshield Millipore Sigma Cat# F6182

Dispase II Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 17105041

Penicillin-streptomycin Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 15140122

Red cell lysis buffer Millipore Sigma Cat# A1049201

DNase I Millipore Sigma Cat# D4527

Matrigel Corning Cat# 354234

Gelatin from bovine skin Millipore Sigma Cat# G9391-500G

2.5% trypsin Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 15090046

EDTA Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 15575020
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

DMEM Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 11965118

Cosmic calf serum Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# SH3008704

PneumaCult™-Ex Plus Medium Stemcell Technologies Cat# 05040

Hydrocortisone Stemcell Technologies Cat# 07925

Y-27632 (hydrochloride) Cayman Chemical Cat# 10005583

A 83-01 Millipore Sigma Cat# SML0788

Primocin Invivogen Cat# ant-pm-1

IMDM Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 12440053

Ham’s F12 Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 11765047

N2 supplement Invitrogen Cat# 17502-048

B27 supplement Invitrogen Cat# 15260-037

BSA 7.5% stock Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 15260037

GlutaMAX Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat# 35050-061

8-Bromo-cAMP Cayman Chemical Cat# 14431

IBMX Millipore Sigma Cat# I5879

1-Thioglycerol Millipore Sigma Cat# M6145

Dexamethasone Millipore Sigma Cat# D4902

Ascorbic acid Millipore Sigma Cat# A4544

CHIR99021 Millipore Sigma Cat# 252917-06-9

KGF Peprotech Cat# 100-19

FGF10 Peprotech Cat# 100-26

R-spondin1 Peprotech Cat# 120-38

Noggin Peprotech Cat# 250-38

EGF Peprotech Cat# AF-100-15

Critical commercial assays

SimpleChIP Plus Enzymatic Chromatic IP with 
Magnetic Beads Kit

Cell Signaling Cat# 9005

NEBNext Ultra II DNA Library Prep Kit for 
Illumina

NEB Cat# E7645L

NEBNext Ultra II RNA Library Prep Kit for 
Illumina

NEB Cat# E7770L

ReliaPrep RNA Cell Miniprep Kit Promega Cat# Z6012

Two-well silicone inserts for migration assay Ibidi Cat# 80209

Deposited data

Loss of ΔNp63 induces epigenetic rewiring and 
enhances plasticity toward alveolar identity

This paper GEO: GSE216161

Single-cell RNA-sequencing reveals profibrotic 
roles of distinct epithelial and mesenchymal 
lineages in pulmonary fibrosis

John Kropski Lab (Vanderbilt University) GEO: GSE135893

Longitudinal single-cell transcriptomics analysis 
of mouse lung upon bleomycin-induced injury

Herbert Schiller Lab (Helmholtz Zentrum 
München)

GEO: GSE141259

Experimental models: Cell lines
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

MDCK cells William Beltran Lab (University of 
Pennsylvania)

N/A

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Ai14tdTomato: Gt(ROSA) 
26Sortm14(CAG-tdTomato)Hze

Jackson Laboratories Cat# 007914, RRID: 
IMSR_JAX:007914

Sox2CreERT2: Sox2tm1(cre/ERT2)Hoch Jackson Laboratories Cat# 017593, RRID: 
IMSR_JAX:017593

Krt5CreERT2 Jackson Laboratories Cat# 029155, RRID: 
IMSR_JAX:029155

p63CreERT2 Panteleimon Rompolas Lab (University of 
Pennsylvania)

N/A

ΔNp63flox Rumela Chakrabarti Lab (University of 
Pennsylvania)

N/A

Oligonucleotides

Genotyping primers See Table S1 N/A

qPCR primers See Table S2 N/A

Software and algorithms

Microsoft Excel Microsoft https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/
microsoft-365/excel

GraphPad Prism 7 GraphPad https://www.graphpad.com/scientific-
software/prism/

Adobe Illustrator Adobe https://www.adobe.com/products/
illustrator.html

ImageJ NIH https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/download.html

LASX Leica Microsystems https://www.leica-microsystems.com/
products/microscope-software/p/leica-
las-x-ls/

R Studio Posit https://posit.co/downloads/

Galaxy The Galaxy Team https://usegalaxy.org/
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